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from this collection has played
“anMaterial
important role in shaping historians’
interpretations of early Stuart politics ”
Dr Julia Merritt, University of Sheffield

• Papers of Thomas
Wentworth, Chief
Minister to Charles I
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“For those interested in unravelling the
mysteries of early Stuart Britain, this is the ideal
place to start. No scholar can hope to make
sense of why Charles I’s three kingdoms slid
into Civil war without a thorough understanding
of the Wentworth Papers. Any library collection
of British History must be regarded as
incomplete without this set.”
Professor Thomas Cogswell, UC Riverside
Series One, from Sheffield Archives,
contains the papers of Thomas Wentworth –
Charles I’s chief minister in the latter years of
Personal Rule – for 1593-1641. Wentworth is a
figure of vital importance for this period. His
collection features almost 4,000 letters from
Charles I, Queen Henrietta Maria, Cottington,
Weston, Archbishop Laud, the Royal Secretaries
and many more.
Wentworth’s papers depict his early role at the
forefront of parliament’s opposition, his
imprisonment, and his work for the King (16281640). There are also significant papers on his
trial and execution in 1641. For anyone
studying the origins of the English Civil War, the
crisis between Crown and Parliament and the
nature of government and society in the
seventeenth century, this collection is an ideal
starting point.
How did the core and the periphery of British
politics interact during the 16th and 17th
centuries? Series Two contains the papers of

key Welsh political players from the National
Library of Wales. The papers of the Wynns of
Gwydir (1515-1690) offer an insight into court
and political life. Sir John Wynn was a
landowner, businessman, arts patron and
council member. His son Richard served Prince
Charles, King Charles I and Queen Henrietta
Maria – so was ideally placed to feed his father
with information and gossip! These fascinating
papers cover issues like Catholicism and
Protestantism, the Gunpowder Plot, the progress
of the Plague across Britain, the Civil War, the
Fall of Clarendon and the Fire of London. The
Clenennau Papers are a valuable complement
to the collection, providing a rich seam of 17th
century newsletters.
Series Three offers a complete edition of the
Lauderdale Papers (1647-1682) from the British
Library. To become established as Scottish
Secretary in 1660, John Maitland – Earl of
Lauderdale – had overcome a great number of
hurdles, including his own financial difficulties
following imprisonment. By dexterity, industry
and debauchery at Court he had made himself
indispensable to Charles II. He was an
engaging man who became very close to the
King. “A very cunning fellow,” noted Pepys,
“...never far from the King’s ear.” The
Lauderdale Papers thus provide an intimate
perspective on political events.
There is important material on:
• Deputations from Scotland to the English
Parliament
• Negotiations between Charles I and
Scotland, 1647-1649
• Religious Affairs in Scotland

• Welsh political papers
offer insights into the
interaction between
regional and
central political figures
• Lauderdale depicts the
Restoration court
• Negotiations with the Prince of Wales (the
future Charles II)
• Scottish affairs, 1660-1680
• Relations between England and Scotland,
1660-1680
• Politics of the Restoration period
• Lauderdale’s influence over Charles II
• The ‘cabal’ of 1667
This is an essential source for all scholars
looking at the Restoration period in England
and Scotland, politics and religion in the reign
of Charles II, as well as patronage, culture and
society, c1660-1682.
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Series One: 20 reels • Available
Series Two: 23 reels • Available
Series Three: 10 reels • Available
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